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Without Congo (formerly Zaire), in other words, the market for satellite launch vehicles would be lower for the population
in Congo (formerly Zaire), Africa, or the world in general. One needs to allocate, therefore, a portion of the worldwide
economic demand for launch vehicles to both Africa and Congo (formerly Zaire).

As Reyntjens wrote, "Entrepreneurs of insecurity are engaged in extractive activities that would be impossible
in a stable state environment. The criminalization context in which these activities occur offers avenues for
considerable factional and personal enrichment through the trafficking of arms, illegal drugs, toxic products,
mineral resources and dirty money. Illegal monopolies formed in the country where they used forced labor for
children to mine or work as soldiers. National parks were overrun with people looking to exploit minerals and
resources. Increased poverty and hunger from the war and that increased the hunting of rare wildlife.
Education was denied when the country was under foreign control and very few people make money off the
minerals in the country. The national resources are not the root cause for the continued fighting in the region,
however, the competition has become an incentive to keep fighting. The armed militias fight with the
government in the eastern section of the country over the mining sector or the corruption of the government,
and weak policies lead to the instability of the economy. It is hard for the DRC to encourage foreign trade
because of the regulatory barriers. Poor infrastructure , an uncertain legal framework, corruption, and lack of
openness in government economic policy and financial operations remain a brake on investment and growth.
A number of International Monetary Fund IMF and World Bank missions have met with the new government
to help it develop a coherent economic plan but associated reforms are on hold. Faced with continued currency
depreciation, the government resorted to more drastic measures and in January banned the widespread use of
U. The government has been unable to provide foreign exchange for economic transactions, while it has
resorted to printing money to finance its expenditure. Growth was negative in because of the difficulty of
meeting the conditions of international donors, continued low prices of key exports, and post-coup instability.
This is done by giving 15 million people access to basic health services and giving bed nets to prevent malaria
from spreading to people. With the Emergency Demobilization and Reintegration Program more than , adults
and 34, child soldiers stood down their militarized posture. In education 14 million textbooks were provided to
children, completion rates of school have increased, and higher education was made available to students that
chose to pursue it. This measures the difficulties of starting a business, enforcing contracts, paying taxes,
resolving insolvency, protecting investors, trading across borders, getting credit, getting electricity, dealing
with construction permits and registering property World Bank Another noticeable change was the rank of
dealing with construction permits which increased from to The biggest problem with the vote is getting a
country of 68 million people the size of Western Europe to polling stations with less than 1, miles of paved
roads.
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On 17 January , he was handed over to Katangan authorities and executed by Belgian-led Katangese troops.
The secession ended in January with the assistance of UN forces. With financial support from the United
States and Belgium, Mobutu paid his soldiers privately. The new president had the staunch support of the
United States because of his opposition to Communism; the US believed that his administration would serve
as an effective counter to communist movements in Africa. He periodically held elections in which he was the
only candidate. By late Mobutu had successfully neutralized his political opponents and rivals, either through
co-opting them into his regime, arresting them, or rendering them otherwise politically impotent. He traveled
frequently across the continent while the government became more vocal about African issues, particularly
those relating to the southern region. Zaire established semi-clientelist relationships with several smaller
African states, especially Burundi, Chad, and Togo. Zaire became a kleptocracy as Mobutu and his associates
embezzled government funds. This renaming campaign was completed in the s. In , Mobutu renamed the
country the Republic of Zaire, [20] its fourth name change in 11 years and its sixth overall. The Congo River
was renamed the Zaire River. During the s and s, he was invited to visit the United States on several
occasions, meeting with U. Opponents within Zaire stepped up demands for reform. The reforms turned out to
be largely cosmetic. Mobutu continued in power until armed forces forced him to flee in In Mobutu fled and
Kabila marched into Kinshasa, named himself president, and reverted the name of the country to the
Democratic Republic of the Congo. Kabila later requested that foreign military forces return to their own
countries. He had concerns that the Rwandan officers running his army were plotting to give the presidency to
a Tutsi who would report directly to Rwandan president, Paul Kagame. Angolan, Zimbabwean and Namibian
militaries entered the hostilities on the side of the government. Kabila was assassinated in His son Joseph
Kabila succeeded him and called for multilateral peace-talks. By June all foreign armies except those of
Rwanda had pulled out of Congo. A transitional government was set up until after the election. A constitution
was approved by voters, and on 30 July DRC held its first multi-party elections. An election-result dispute
between Kabila and Jean-Pierre Bemba turned into an all-out battle between their supporters in the streets of
Kinshasa. MONUC took control of the city. A new election took place in October , which Kabila won, and on
December he was sworn in as President. They were believed[ by whom? The CNDP signed a peace treaty with
the government in which it agreed to become a political party and to have its soldiers tinto the national army in
exchange for the release of its imprisoned members. One study found that more than , women are raped in the
Democratic Republic of Congo every year.
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Textbook and etextbook are published under ISBN and Since then The Economic and Product Market
Databook for Bukavu, Congo formerly Zaire textbook was available to sell back to BooksRun online for the
top buyback price or rent at the marketplace. Description In performing various economic analyses for its
clients, I have occasionally been asked to investigate the market potential for various products and services in
Congo formerly Zaire. The purpose of this study is to understand the density of demand within Congo
formerly Zaire and the extent to which Bukavu might be used as a point of distribution within Africa. From an
economic perspective, however, Bukavu does not represent a population within rigid geographical boundaries,
rather, it represents an area of dominant influence over markets in adjacent areas. This influence varies from
one industry to another, but also from one period of time to another. In what follows, I summarize the
economic potential for Bukavu over the next five years for hundreds of industries, categories and products.
The goal of this report is to report the real economic potential, or what an economist calls the latent demand,
represented by Bukavu when defined as an area of dominant influence. The reader needs to realize that latent
demand may or may not represent real sales. For many items, latent demand is clearly observable in sales, as
in the case for food or housing items. Consider, however, the category "satellite launch vehicles". Clearly,
there are no launch pads in Bukavu used by the space industry to launch satellites. However, the core benefit
of the vehicles e. Without Bukavu, in other words, the market for satellite launch vehicles would be lower for
the population in Congo formerly Zaire , Africa, or the world in general. One needs to allocate, therefore, a
portion of the worldwide economic demand for launch vehicles to both Africa and Bukavu. The data presented
are the result of various spatial econometric and time-series forecasting models which, for each category
presented, are applied to forecast and allocate demand across all countries of the world and major distribution
centers or centers of dominant influence within each country. This is accomplished knowing that economic
fundamentals e. In this report, I report the allocation for each category for Bukavu as an area of dominant
influence in Congo formerly Zaire and, potentially, Africa. Category definitions may overlap. The sum of
multiple categories, therefore, may double count.
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The Democratic Republic of the Congo was known as Zaire from until , when its name was changed back to
the one it had during Supplemental material has been added to increase coverage of minor cities, facts have
been updated, and some material has been condensed. It is a land of great contrastsâ€”an Africa in miniature.
It is, at once, a country of wild animals, active volcanoes, and thick rain forests, and one also of villages, small
towns, and a capital city that is home to some million people. Western culture coexists here with African
tradition. Despite its tremendous assets and potential, DRC remains a country where economic hardship,
political turmoil, civil unrest, and rampant inflation abound. DRC has been known as Zaire until , and before
that the Belgian Congo , but its earlier history goes back many centuries to the powerful Kongo Kingdom of
the south-central part of the African continent. It was dominated by the Portuguese for about years and, late in
the 19th century, came under the rule of King Leopold II of Belgium. The nation that is now the Democratic
Republic of the Congo became a Belgian colony in , and achieved its independence in June The "ville" is
comprised of modern though sadly neglected office buildings, apartment high-rises, and an area of run-down
but attractive formerly residential sections. In some parts of the cites, you find some modern buildings and
shops; most cites, however, are like large contiguous villages, crowded, often unlighted, with dirt roads and
concrete huts, bustling with life and activity. Food Local grocery stores carry a variety of items. Lunch meats,
cheeses, meats, produce, and dairy items are generally available. Purchasing six items may require a trip to
more than one store. A selection of canned goods, packaged goods, and some household items is available.
Also prices can fluctuate almost daily due to the unstable exchange rate and inflation. Local bread from
bakeries is of excellent quality. Some grocery stores carry a varied seasonal supply of vegetables and fresh
fruits, such as avocados, eggplant, bananas, pineapples, papayas, and mangoes. Items such as cereals,
chocolate chips, canned milk, coffee, powdered milk, peanut butter, jams, jellies, canned vegetables, and paper
cups are not only expensive on the local market, but are often unavailable. Local Dining Kinshasa has several
restaurants. Though they are all expensive, they offer a variety of cuisines including Chinese, Italian, French,
and continental. There are also several nice restaurants that serve a good lunch. Several bakeries offer
excellent fresh bread, baguettes, French pastries, etc. During the dry season , when the weather is cooler,
long-sleeved clothing is sometimes needed. Also a sweater or wrap is convenient in air-conditioned homes,
offices, and public buildings. Dress in Kinshasa is generally casual. Most of the time social functions are
either jacket and tie or more casual. There is very little local clothing available, although fabric is plentiful; but
there are local tailors and seamstresses who are good at copying a garment directly or from a photograph and
are reasonable in cost. The brightly patterned African fabric can be used to create attractive clothing for men,
women and children. During the rainy season, an umbrella and light raincoat are very useful. Bring
appropriate gear for your favorite sports such as tennis or golf. There is one good hole golf course centrally
located in Gombe with membership easy to obtain but somewhat expensive. Men generally wear lightweight
suits to the office and dark business suits for evening occasions. Many men wear casual American sport shirts
or African-style shirts made from cotton cloth manufactured in DRC. Women wear summer dresses and slacks
during the day. Long and short dresses, often made from African cotton prints, long skirts and blouses,
cocktail dresses or dressy slacks outfits are worn to evening functions. Sandals, comfortable walking shoes,
and canvas sport shoes are all useful. Also bring sweaters, umbrellas, and wind-breakers. A sunhat is useful.
Fabric and sewing supplies are available, but the selection is scanty and prices are not in line. Cottons and
cotton blends are recommended. Girls usually wear jeans, shorts, and long-and short-sleeved shirts. Boys wear
shorts, jeans, cut-offs and T-shirts. Supplies and Services Supplies: Non-American brand cosmetics and
toiletries are generally available in Kinshasa, but are expensive. Local cigarette brands are milder than most
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European brands. Tailoring, dressmaking, and beauty services are available. Prices range from reasonable to
expensive. Dry cleaning service is available as well as other services such as catering, eyeglass repair,
printing, and watch repair. Most of the service provided is good, but rates are much higher than in the U.
Instruction and preparation for the sacraments can be arranged. The International Interdenominational church
is in Gombe. Ministers from the local missionary community, some of them Americans, take turns holding the
Sunday English services. There is a synagogue in town and an active Jewish community. Episcopal Holy
Communion services are held the last Sunday of each month at the International Church. Lay Bible groups
from the Anglican church meet in homes around the city on weekdays in the evenings. When the congregation
was larger, Catechism classes for children were held after mass. These were administered by the parents and,
depending on the ages of the children attending St. At present, a "Coffee Sunday" is held after mass the last
Sunday of every month. Various other Catholic churches throughout the city also offer mass in French and
Lingala. The Jewish community of Kinshasa now numbers about 85 families and is becoming more active in
the community due to normalized relations between Israel and DRC. The High Holidays are celebrated at the
Hotel Intercontinental. A Jewish Center is used on Sunday for recreation and education. It has a sports field
and swimming pool and is the center of many activities. An active ladies group meets once a month, and
Hebrew lessons and outings are frequent. Student enrollment is approximately Besides children from the
official American community, there are children from American business representatives and American
missionaries, and there are many from the general international community. Classes are small, thereby
enabling students to receive individual attention. In the past, TASOK students who took college board exams
have generally been accepted in the college of their choice. Facilities include a complex of classrooms, an
administration building and a well-stocked, up-to-date library. In addition, the physical education department
has two locker rooms. Other facilities include staff housing, maintenance shop, American Community Library,
elementary student store, and the Scout Hut. A Learning Resource Center contains library books, resource
books and periodicals, plus audio-visual software. The high school Learning Resource Center is an
air-conditioned, fully carpeted facility that has books, reference materials, weekly and monthly periodicals and
newspapers, a paperback collection for pleasure reading, and an audio-visual section. The high school sports
program includes varsity basketball, swimming, track and field, volleyball, soccer and softball. Intramural
sports include basketball, volleyball, swimming and tennis. In the arts, ceramics, calligraphy and photography
are offered. TASOK has acquired computers to introduce students to computer sciences. Activities after
school and on weekends are numerous and varied, satisfying the interests of most students. TASOK
occasionally holds evening adult workshops in subjects such as calligraphy, ceramics, and computer use.
Some are local-hire spouses and dependents. New teaching staff is usually recruited in the U. In the past,
opportunities have arisen to substitute or tutor students on a private basis. The school operates on the usual
Monday through Friday school week. The local public and religious schools are in French and based on
Belgian school curriculum. The curriculum of the French schools Cous Decartes is comparable to the
programs of the French "lycees" and runs 6 mornings a week. The Belgian system Ecole Prince de Liege
teaches in French and Flemish, starting at age 6, and has elementary and secondary schools. There are several
excellent, privately owned, English-speaking nursery schools in Kinshasa: It takes children from age 4. Les
Oisillions adheres to the Belgian system of education. It is for children 15 months to 6 years, taught in French,
6 mornings a week from 7 AM until noon; Le Club, another French-speaking kindergarten, accepts children
years old and runs from September to June, 7: It runs 7 AM to noon, 6 days a week; La Source, another
French-speaking school, operates year round for children ages Its curriculum is pseudo-Montessori style;
Further Portuguese, Greek, and Italian schools plus several small correspondence-tutorial schools are operated
for the diplomatic dependents of other countries. Classes in yoga, martial arts , and general exercise classes are
offered as well. Sports Various sports activities are available: Some sporting equipment is available locally but
cost is prohibitive. The Cercle Sportif du Kinshasa has a private hole golf course with a mixture of "browns"
sand and greens and reasonable fairways. Initial membership and annual dues are expensive. A riding club is
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located in the suburbs.
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